
Stat 472/572:

Textbook: Sharon Lohr, Sampling: design and analysis, 2nd edition

Assignment 1, Due 09/07/2017 Thursday in class

Chapter 1: 1.4, 1.7

Chapter 2: 2.1, 2.5, 2.14, 2.15, 2.28

For 2.15, (a) use acres87, (b) use farm92, (c) use largef92, (d) smallf92.

Assignment 2, Due 09/21/2017 Thursday in class

Chapter 3: 3.3, 3.5, 3.12, 3.13

Besides problems in the textbook, do the following problem,

Suppose that the total data-collection cost for the survey is c = cAnA + cBnB, where

nA is the number of units to be sampled from frame A, and nB is the number of units

to be sampled from frame B. Now suppose the interested quantity Ŷ = ŶA + ŶB, and

V (ŶA) = VA

nA
, V (ŶB) = VB

nB
for values of VA and VB be specified for each survey design.

Suppose the total cost c is a fixed number, prove that the optimal allocation for frame A

is

nA = c×
√

VA/cA√
cAVA +

√
cBVB

and for frame B is

nB = c×
√

VB/cB√
cAVA +

√
cBVB
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Assignment 3, Due 10/10/2017 Tuesday

• Chapter 4: 3, 8

• Besides problems in the textbook, do the following,

1. Discuss under what situation that the sampling distribution of ȳ/x̄ will have less

variability than the sampling distribution of ȳ/x̄U .

2. Simulation practice.

(a) Use data “agpop” to draw a stratified random sample of size 300 according to

optimal allocation (NC : 69; NE :7; S : 122; W : 102)

(b) Calculate standard error estimator SE(t̂str) for acres92

(c) Repeat the above for 1000 times, draw a histogram of the 1000 standard error

estimates you got. Record mean and median of the 1000 standard error estimates

(d) Repeat (a), (b), (c) using proportional allocation

(e) Compare the mean and medians you got
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Assignment 4, Due 11/02/2017 Thursday

Chapter 4: 9, 16

For problems 9 and 16 , use acres92 as response variable

Notes for problem 9, suppose that N is known, and Nd is unknown

Notes for 4.16, you may need to merge the file agsrs with agpop to get the region infor-

mation for data agsrs. The following code could be used

ex.data=merge(agsrs,agpop,by=c(‘county’,‘acres92’))

Chapter 5: 5, 15, 16

• Notes for 5.5, (a) use unbiased estimator, (b) use ratio estimator

• Notes for 5.15, delete missing values at this point,

ex.data<-merge(teachers,teachmi,by=c("dist","school"))

ex.data<-ex.data[which(ex.data$dist=="large" & ex.data$hrwork !=

-9),] #delete the nonresponse -9 at this point

• Notes for 5.16

use measles.csv downloaded from the student companion site instead of data(measles)

from package SDaA

variable “Mitotal” from the data set have the same meaning as in the textbook.

Ignore variable “mi” from the dataset. We would like to treat number of respondents

(respond yes to variable “forms”) as mi defined in the textbook

percentage of parents who returned a consent form is calculated by number of re-

turned forms (returnf)/mi

problem C: Estimate the overall percentage of parents who received a consent form

along with a 95% CI. “received a consent form” should change to “returned a consent

form”

Carefully examine the missing values coded as “9” for the non responses for variable

“returnf” and “form”. Treat the missing values as not returned (coded as “0”) at
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this point. You may use the following code

ex.data$returnf[which(ex.data$returnf==9)]=0

Assignment 5, Due 11/16/2017 Thursday in class

Chapter 6: 1 (a-c), 3 (ti changed to 75, ψi remain unchanged as unequal probs), 12, 16

Chapter 7: 1, 9 (the variable “form” contain info on parents who received consent

form, within each school, percentage of parents who received consent form is equal to

sum(form)/mi),

13 (the variable “agefirst” contains information on the age at first arrest).

Assignment 6, Due 12/05/2017 Tuesday in class

Chapter 8: 4, 12

Notes prob 12

• overall nonresponse rate = total number of ssteach divided by total number of

popteach using teachmi data

• for (c), restrict to large stratum, calculate the means and variances of the four vari-

ables hrwork, size, preprtime, assist for data “teachnr” and “teachers” respectively.

Note that “teachnr” is an SRS, while “teachers” is a one-stage cluster sample. Also

for problem (c), use na.rm=TRUE

• Please also do problem (e) as follows:

(e) Use an appropriate imputation methods for the missing values in teachers data,

then calculate the means and variances for the four variables again, compare to the

results from (c)

Chapter 9: 6, 13
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